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$Xk+1=M^{-1}Nx$ $M^{-1}b,$ $k=0,1,2,$ $\ldots$ (4)
16
$G:=M^{-1}N$ $\rho(G)$

















$A=M_{\omega}-N_{\omega}, M_{\omega}= \frac{1}{\omega}M, N_{\omega}=\frac{1}{\omega}M-A$
$G_{\omega}:=M_{\omega}^{-1}N_{\omega}=I-\omega M^{-1}A$
$\rho(G_{\omega})$ $\iota\grave{}$




1 $A,$ $M\in \mathbb{R}^{nxn}$ $C(\gamma, \rho)$
$\gamma\in \mathbb{R}$ $\rho\in \mathbb{R}$ $(\gamma^{*}, \rho^{*})$
$( \gamma^{*}, \rho^{*}):=\arg\min_{\gamma,\rho\in \mathbb{R}}|\frac{\rho}{\gamma}|$ s.t. $\lambda_{i}(M^{-1}A)\in C(\gamma, \rho)$ , $i=1,$ $\ldots,$ $n,$
$\lambda_{i}(M^{-1}A)$ $M^{-1}A$
$G_{\omega}:=I-\omega M^{-1}A$ $\rho(G_{\omega})$





$\mathcal{R}e(\lambda_{i}(M^{-1}A))>0, i=1,2, \ldots, n$



















Algorithm 1 $A$ parameter optimization technique for the wei htedstatiop imizationt ifhe$hd$ stationary iterative-
type preconditioner
$/*$ INPUT $*/$
Set a matrix $M$, and an initial vector $v_{1}$ , a stopping criterion $\epsilon$ and minimum/maximum
numbers of iterations $l_{\min},$ $l_{\max}$ for the Arnoldi method.
$/*$ OPTIMIZATION $*/$
for $l=1,2,$ $\ldots,$ $l_{\max}$ do:
Operate the lth iteration of the Arnoldi method, and get the $l$ approximate eigenvalues
$\tilde{\lambda}_{i}(M^{-1}A),$ $i=1,2,$ $\ldots,$ $l.$
Compute (approximately) the pair of $\tilde{\gamma}_{l},\tilde{\rho}_{l}$ from the computed extreme eigenvalues.
Compute $\omega_{l}=1/\tilde{\gamma}_{l},\tilde{\rho}(G_{\tilde{\omega}})=|\tilde{\rho}_{l}/\tilde{\gamma}_{l}|$ and $e_{l}=|(\omega\iota-\omega_{l-1})/\omega l|.$











$x,$ $y$ 51 5 2500
( : 12398, :5)




$x_{0}=[O, 0, \ldots, 0]^{T}$
10 BiCGSTAB
$\Vert r_{k}\Vert_{2}/\Vert b\Vert_{2}\leq 10^{-12}$ , 1000
Arnoldi $v_{1}=[1,1, \ldots, 1]^{T}$ , /




Fig. 1: The functions $A(x, y)$ and $F(x, y)$ and the boundary condition of the PDE (7).
$OS$ : Cent$OS$ 5.4 $(64bit)$ ; CPU: Intel Xeon X5550 $(2.67GHz)$ ; :
$48GB$ FORTRAN 77
GNU Fortran 4.1.2 “ -O3”
[ ]
Tablel Fig. 2
Table 1 TRE $\omega^{*}$
$e_{\iota}^{*}:=|(\omega_{l}-\omega^{*})/\omega^{*}|$
Table 1 $\rho(G_{\omega=1})$ $\alpha=5.0,10.0$
Jacobi Gauss-Seidel 1 (5)
Jacobi Gauss-Seidel (
) ;Fig. 2
15 $e_{l}\leq 10^{-2}$ $\alpha=5.0$ Jacobi
(TRE) $e_{l}^{*}\approx 10^{-2}$
Jacobi
Gauss-Seidel (5) ;Table 1 $\tilde{\rho}(G_{\tilde{\omega}})$ Fig. 2
.







Table 1: The numerical results for the optimization technique. $(\rho(G_{\omega=1})$ : the spectral
radius of the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel method, TRE: the $\log$-scale of Rue Relative Error.)
$\alpha$ Method $\rho(G_{\omega=1})$ optimization Exact values TRE
$\frac{}{}\frac{Iter.\tilde{\omega}\tilde{\rho.}(G_{\tilde{\omega}})\omega^{*}\rho(.G_{\omega^{*}})}{5.0Jacobi1.8334160.4193099850.350009979-0.70}$
$\frac{Gauss-Seide13.3613110.44470.99830.44230.9956-2.27}{10.0Jacobi3.7962120.12740.99790.10000.9994-2.93}$
Gauss-Seidel 14.4113 13 0.0988 0.9997 0.1279 0.9984 $-2.43$
number of iterations number of iterations
( $a$) $\alpha=5.0$ ( $b$ ) $\alpha=10.0$
Fig. 2: Relative residual 2-norm histories of the Jacobi, the Gauss-Seidel, the weighted
Jacobi and the weighted Gauss-Seidel.
4.2 II
3 [5,6] 3
$r,$ $\theta,$ $\phi$ $\epsilon$ , $\theta_{\nu},$ $\phi_{\nu}$ 6
$f_{\nu}(r, \theta, \phi;\epsilon, \theta_{\nu}, \phi_{\nu};t)$ Boltzmann
$\frac{1}{c}\frac{\partial f_{\nu}}{\partial t}+\frac{\partial f_{\nu}}{\partial s}=[\frac{1}{c}\frac{\partial f_{\nu}}{\partial t}]_{co11ision}$
3
$\frac{1}{c}\frac{\partial f_{\nu}}{\partial t}+\frac{\mu_{\nu}}{r^{2}}\frac{\partial}{\partial r}(r^{2}f_{\nu})+\frac{1}{r}\frac{\partial}{\partial\mu_{\nu}}[(1-\mu_{\nu}^{2})f_{\nu}]+\frac{\sqrt{1-\mu_{\nu}^{2}}\cos\phi_{\nu}\partial}{r\sin\theta\partial\theta}(\sin\theta f_{\nu})$








Fig. 3: Relative residua12-norm histories of the non-preconditioned BiCGSTAB method
and the preconditioned BiCGSTAB method with the Jacobi, the Gauss-Seidel, the
weighted Jacobi and the weighted Gauss-Seidel preconditioner.
[5,6]
$N_{r},$ $N_{\theta},$ $N_{\phi},$ $N_{\epsilon},$ $N_{\theta_{\nu}},$ $N_{\phi_{\nu}}$ $n=N_{r}\cross N_{\theta}\cross N_{\phi}\cross N_{\epsilon}\cross$
$N_{\theta_{\nu}}\cross N_{\phi_{\nu}}$
( 1 )
$\Delta t\approx 10^{-5}$ $\Delta t$
$(N_{f}, N_{\theta}, N_{\phi}, N_{\epsilon}, N_{\theta_{\nu}}, N_{\phi_{\nu}})=(200,9,9,14,6,12)$ $\Delta t=$
$2.30\cross 10^{-7}$ $\Delta t=1.95\cross 10^{-5}$
1600 ( : 12.8 : 80)
Jacobi
BiCGSTAB
$M$ 3 $D:=diag\{d_{1}, d_{2}, \ldots, d_{n}\}$ :
$D_{1}:d_{i}=a_{ii},$ $D_{2}:d_{i}= \sum_{j=1}^{n}|a_{ij}|,$
(6) (Algorithml)
$M$ $\rho\sim$( $G$ $\omega$
$M$ $M$
Jacobi
10 Arnoldi / $l_{\min}=10,$ $l_{\max}=20$ ,
$v_{1}=[1,1, \ldots, 1]^{T}$ , $e_{l}\leq 10^{-2}$





2 $Ox$ $10^{-7}$ $5.Ox10^{-7}1.0x10^{-b}2$ $Ox$ $10^{-6}$ $5.Ox10^{-6}1.Ox10^{-5}2.0x10^{-5}$
time step $\Delta f$ (logarighmic chart)
Fig. 4: Number of iterations of the preconditioned BiCGSTAB method with the diagonal
scaling, Jacobi and the weighted stationary iterative-type preconditioner for each time
step $\triangle t.$
(KEK) $SR16000/M1$ 1 (
:Power73. $83GHz$ , : 32, :




$\Vert r_{k}\Vert_{2}/\Vert b\Vert_{2}\leq 10^{-8}$
Fig. 4 Jacobi BiCGSTAB $=2.3\cross 10^{-5}$
BiCGSTAB $\Delta t=2.8\cross 10^{-7}$
BiCGSTAB
$\triangle t\approx 10^{-5}$
50 $\Vert r_{k}\Vert_{2}/\Vert b\Vert_{2}\leq 10^{-8}$
BiCGSTAB 1
BiCGSTAB : 0.24[sec.]; BiCGSTAB : 1.75[sec.]
Arnoldi $4.0\sim 7.0[\sec]$
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